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Trump Russia ties

Robert Mueller splits with attorney-general on obstruction
Special counsel’s report raises the possibility Trump acted improperly to thwart probe

Attorney-general William Barr, centre, cleared Donald Trump of obstruction of justice © AP

Kadhim Shubber in Washington YESTERDAY

In an unusual press conference on Thursday morning, William Barr, the US attorney-general,
noted that he had “disagreed” with some of the legal theories used by Robert Mueller in his
investigation of Russian meddling in the 2016 election.
Little over an hour later, the extent of those disagreements was laid bare as the Department of
Justice released a redacted version of the special counsel’s final report.
While Mr Barr had cleared Donald Trump of obstruction of justice, Mr Mueller raised the
possibility that the president improperly tried to influence witnesses and the justice department as
it investigated his campaign and his administration.
“If we had confidence after a thorough investigation of the facts that the president clearly did not
commit obstruction of justice, we would so state,” said the report, adding pointedly: “We are
unable to reach that judgment.”
The investigation into whether Mr Trump obstructed justice has been the most constitutionally
fraught aspect of Mr Mueller’s work over the past two years.
It has concerned questions about whether
presidential actions authorised by the constitution
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I think it’s inescapable that
they [the special counsel’s
oﬀice] found obstruction

can also constitute criminal obstruction of justice,
and dealt with comments and statements Mr Trump
made in interviews or on Twitter, in full view of the
public.

Patrick Cotter, a former federal prosecutor

In 2018, Mr Barr, as a private citizen before Mr
Trump appointed him as attorney-general, made
clear his views on the issue in an unsolicited memo circulated to the justice department and the
president’s lawyers.
He argued it was all but impossible for the president to obstruct justice through actions that fell
within the scope of his authority as head of the executive branch, unless it involved overt acts like
the destruction of evidence.
He has posited that the phrase “corrupt” in the obstruction statutes referred to impairing evidence
or testimony, not to intent.
Over hundreds of pages of legal and factual analysis, Mr Mueller and his prosecutors rejected that
formulation, and also Mr Barr’s argument that the phrase “corrupt” in the obstruction statutes
does not refer to motive. It does, Mr Mueller’s report argues.
They wrote that Mr Trump’s constitutional powers did not “immunise” him from liability for
potentially obstructive conduct.
“Rather, our analysis led us to conclude that the obstruction-of-justice statutes can validly prohibit
a president’s corrupt efforts to use his official powers to curtail, end, or interfere with an
investigation,” the report said.
There was a lengthy argument as to why “corrupt” did in fact relate to motive.
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“Their whole legal analysis of the obstruction statue is
a complete rejection of the analysis in Barr’s memo
from last summer,” said Robert Litt, a former general

counsel for the Office of the Director of National Intelligence in the Obama administration.
The special counsel’s report painted a picture of a president who sought to abuse his powers, with
statements in public mirrored by actions in private, only to be impeded by officials around him,
who often refused to take steps to influence the investigation.
Mr Mueller’s decision not to explicitly state one way or the other whether Mr Trump committed a
crime appeared to stem from the fact Mr Trump has immunity from prosecution while in office by
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a justice department opinion precluding the indictment of a sitting president — as opposed to
ambiguities in the evidence and the law.
“The analysis that they set forth [ . . .] is that under Department of Justice policy, they couldn’t
indict the president, and that as a matter of fairness they shouldn’t say he committed a crime in
circumstances where he can’t be exonerated by going to trial,” said Mr Litt, now a partner at
Morrison and Foerster.
The special counsel’s office also noted that any accusation of criminality could “pre-empt
constitutional processes” for addressing presidential misconduct, such as impeachment.
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Mr Barr was asked on Thursday whether Mr
Mueller’s reason for not making a decision on
obstruction was because justice department policy

precluded indicting the president.
The attorney-general demurred, instead recounting a conversation with the special counsel where
Mr Mueller said he was not taking the position that he would have determined that a crime
occurred if the policy did not exist.
“He made it very clear several times that that was not his position. He was not saying that but for
the [Office of Legal Counsel] opinion, he would have found a crime,” said Mr Barr.
The report details 10 potentially obstructive acts the special counsel’s team investigated. It
dismissed some as unlikely to meet the standards for obstruction of justice. In others, it noted
significant evidence meeting all the elements of the crime: an obstructive act, a connection to an
ongoing case, and an improper motive.
The document laid out Mr Trump’s alleged efforts to force Don McGahn, the former White House
counsel, to have Mr Mueller fired in June 2017 after the president discovered he was personally
under investigation for possible obstruction.
There was “substantial evidence” that Mr Trump’s actions were linked to the fact Mr Mueller was
investigating his conduct, and not because of the president’s claims the special counsel had a
conflict of interest, according to the report.
And the report discussed Mr Trump’s comments about and interactions with witnesses in the
investigation, including Mr McGahn and Paul Manafort, his former campaign manager.
In early 2018, the president attempted to force his former White House counsel to dispute press
reports that he had attempted to fire Mr Mueller via Mr McGahn, the report said.
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“Substantial evidence” indicated that Mr Trump “acted for the purpose of influencing McGahn’s
account in order to deflect or prevent further scrutiny”, according to the report.
The report said there was evidence Mr Trump’s public comments about Mr Manafort, calling him a
“brave man” for refusing not to “break”, were made “to encourage Manafort to not co-operate with
the government”.
“They don’t add the last line, ‘therefore he committed obstruction of justice’, but that’s the whole
point, that’s the thing they say they’re not going to do,” said Patrick Cotter, a former federal
prosecutor, now a defence attorney in Chicago.
“I think it’s inescapable that they found obstruction,” he added. “They don’t say it as baldly as I’ve
just said, but to a lawyer reading it, it seems to me inescapable.”
At times, though, the implications of the report were unmistakable. It divided Mr Trump’s alleged
obstructive conduct into two phases: before he fired James Comey, when he thought he was not
under direct investigation, and afterwards, when Mr Trump found out he was under investigation
for obstruction of justice.
“The president launched public attacks on the investigation and individuals involved in it who
could possess evidence adverse to the president, while in private, the president engaged in a series
of targeted efforts to control the investigation,” it said.
“Judgments about the nature of the president’s motives during each phase would be informed by
the totality of the evidence,” the report added.
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